
Racing for ALS and Jzilla announced today that they will be joining
forces this fall for Stewart’s Race Powered by Jzilla at Barber
Motorsports Park in Birmingham, AL, September 30th – October
1st, 2023. With events already in place from the east coast to the west
coast, Barber Motorsports Park has been a desired location for event
expansion with Racing for ALS for several years. The newly-
announced partnership with Jzilla allows this dream to come to
fruition.
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“We have always enjoyed running with James Marcellana 
and his Jzilla team, as they put on amazing events and give a very personalized feel aimed at maximizing
every driver's experience,” states Scott Lloyd, Racing for ALS President. “As our relationship with the
Jzilla team continued to mature into last season where they blessed us by making Racing for ALS the
beneficiary of their Charlotte race fundraising efforts, we knew that we wanted to try and continue to find
ways to partner with Jzilla and bring our teams closer together. This opportunity at Barber this fall is
tailor-made for our two organizations to go out and have fun on track, while also working to positively
impact the ALS community via our Triple Target Funding program.”

With Racing for ALS’ extensive history of successful fundraising high-performance driving fundraisers
and Jzilla’s impressive record of track days across the U.S. and Belgium’s Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps,
the October event is sure to be one to attend.

"From the beginning, The Jzilla organization has always been involved with donating to an organization
after every event. In 2014 I did the bucket challenge for ALS. When I met the Racing for ALS team, I
always knew I wanted to support them but didn't know how until last year in Charlotte,” said James
Marcellana of Jzilla. “This extended partnership at Barber is icing on the cake of working with a world-
class organization that is steadily working towards the goal of helping the world get rid of ALS."

Registration for Stewart’s Race Powered by Jzilla will be open on Friday, February 3rd, 2023 at Noon
EST through the link msreg.com/Stewart.

About Racing for ALS: 
Racing for ALS utilizes high performance driving events to build ALS awareness and to battle ALS head-
on with a Triple Target Funding model that supports focused pharma research, no placebo clinical trials,
and individual ALS patients in need. 

More information about Racing for ALS is available on their website 
www.racingforals.com. 
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